Metal Catalysts
Metal catalyst is one of the important branches of solid catalyst, and one of the
earliest and most widely used catalysts. The main active groups are divided into
metals. Mainly are precious metals and transition elements such as iron, cobalt
and nickel. In addition, rare earth metals and many other metals can be used as
catalysts. The most commonly used metal catalysts are those of group VIII
metals. Metal catalysts are generally used for hydrogenation, dehydrogenation,
oxidation, isomerization, cyclization, hydrolysis and other reactions.

Figure 1. Metal catalyst

The form of metal catalysts
Metal catalysts generally exist in the form of crystals, showing polycrystalline
structure. Atoms exposed on the crystal surface can provide many adsorption
centers for chemical adsorption molecules. The high density and diversity of
adsorption centers are one of the advantages of metal catalysts, which can
catalyze several competitive reactions at the same time. But it also leads to a
less selective reaction.

Classification of metal catalysts
According to whether the active component of the catalyst is supported on the
support, metal catalysts can be divided into: non-supported and supported metal
catalysts.

I Non-supported metal catalyst

Refers to the metal catalyst without carrier, which can be divided into single metal
and alloy according to its composition. It is usually used in the form of metallic
framework, wire mesh, metal powder, metal particles, and metal chips. Among
them, metallic framework is the most common one. Framework metal catalyst, is
the catalytic activity of the metal and aluminum or silicon alloy, and then sodium
hydroxide solution will be dissolved aluminum or silicon, forming a metal
framework. Other skeleton catalysts include skeleton cobalt, skeleton copper and
skeleton iron. The typical metal mesh catalysts are platinum mesh and platinumrhodium alloy mesh. They are used in the process of ammoniation and oxidation
to produce nitric acid.

II Supported metal catalysts
Catalysts supported by metal components are used to improve the dispersion
and thermal stability of the metal components so that the catalysts have
appropriate pore structure, shape and mechanical strength. Most supported
metal catalysts are prepared by impregnation of metal salt solution on the carrier
and reduction after precipitation transformation or thermal decomposition.
Classification of one or more metallic elements by the active component of the
catalyst: Single metal catalysts and multi-metal catalyst.

III Single metal catalysts
A catalyst having only one metal component.

IV Multi-metal catalyst
The composition of a catalyst consists of two or more metals. For example, Pt-Rh
and other double (multiple) metal reforming catalysts loaded on chlorinecontaining gamma-alumina. They have better performance than single metal
reforming catalysts, in which a variety of metals supported on the support can
form binary or multivariate clusters of metal atoms, which greatly improves the
effective dispersion of the active components. In supported and non-supported
polymetallic catalysts, if an alloy is formed between the metal components, it is
called an alloy catalyst. Binary alloy catalystsinclude copper-nickel, copperpalladium, palladium-silver, palladium-gold, platinum-gold, platinum-copper,
platinum-rhodium, etc.
The activity of the catalyst can be regulated by adjusting the composition of the
alloy. The surface and phase composition of some alloy catalysts are obviously
different. For example, when a small amount of copper is added to the nickel
catalyst, the original surface structure of the nickel catalyst changes due to the
enrichment of copper on the surface, thus rapidly reducing the hydrolysis activity

of ethane. Alloy catalysts have been used in hydrogenation, dehydrogenation and
oxidation.

The function of metal catalysts
Metal catalyst is a very important part of catalyst, and many valuable complex
reactions can be accelerated by metal catalysis. In industry, the presence of
metal catalysts allows many reactions to be put into production, such as the
conversion of crude oil, coal and natural gas to fuels and chemical raw materials,
the production of a large number of petrochemical and chemical products, and
the control of CO, NO and hydrocarbon emissions all rely on metal catalysts.
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